Adaptation to cognitive deficit? An exploration of apparent dissociations between everyday memory and test performance late after stroke.
It is widely believed that spontaneous improvements in functioning late after brain damage are due to processes of adaptation to permanent cognitive deficits. Reports of everyday memory and the pattern of performance on memory tests were investigated in 70 patients more than a year after a stroke. Contrary to the adaptation hypothesis, performance on simulations of everyday tasks (Rivermead Behavioural Memory Test) correlated strongly with performance on a test where there was little scope for compensatory strategies (forced-choice recognition memory for words). In 12 cases, initial assessment with the EMQ20 questionnaire suggested few cognitive failures in everyday life despite poor test performance. However, where further investigation was possible, it seemed that unreliability of measures or subtle everyday effects of non-verbal memory impairment could explain the apparent discrepancies. In addition, patients who did poorly on tests were not reported to make frequent use of memory aids. Adaptation to deficit does not therefore appear to be a major influence on everyday memory performance late after stroke, but it may have subtle effects or may be important in other areas of functioning. Implications for clinical memory assessment are discussed.